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MasteringEngineering. The most technologically advanced online tutorial and homework system.
MasteringEngineering is designed to provide students with customized coaching and individualized feedback to
help improve problem-solving skills while providing instructors with rich teaching diagnostics.
CD-ROM contains: the limited academic version of Engineering equation solver(EES) with homework problems.
Pearson introduces yet another textbook from Professor R. C. Hibbeler - Fluid Mechanics in SI Units - which
continues the author's commitment to empower students to master the subject.
Confusing Textbooks? Missed Lectures? Not Enough Time'. . Fortunately for you, there's Schaum's Outlines. More
than 40 million students have trusted Schaum's to help them succeed in the classroom and on exams. Schaum's is
the key to faster learning and higher grades in every subject. Each Outline presents all the essential course
information in an easy-to-follow, topic-by-topic format. You also get hundreds of examples, solved problems, and
practice exercises to test your skills. . . This Schaum's Outline gives you. . Practice problems with full
explanations that reinforce knowledge. Coverage of the most up-to-date developments in your course field. Indepth review of practices and applications. . . Fully compatible with your classroom text, Schaum's highlights all
the important facts you need to know. Use Schaum's to shorten your study time-and get your best test scores!. .
Schaum's Outlines-Problem Solved..
Fluid Mechanics in SI Units
Principles of Dynamics
Masteringengineering
Mechanical Engineers' Handbook, Volume 1
Instructor's solutions manual
Companion CD contains 8 animations covering fundamental engineering mechanics concept
The updated revision of the bestseller-in a more useful format! Mechanical Engineers' Handbook has
a long tradition as a single resource of valuable information related to specialty areas in the diverse
industries and job functions in which mechanical engineers work. This Third Edition, the most
aggressive revision to date, goes beyond the straight data, formulas, and calculations provided in
other handbooks and focuses on authoritative discussions, real-world examples, and insightful
analyses while covering more topics than in previous editions. Book 1: Materials and Mechanical
Design is divided into two parts that go hand-in-hand. The first part covers metals, plastics,
composites, ceramics, and smart materials, providing expert advice on common uses of specific
materials as well as what criteria qualify them as suitable for particular applications. Coverage in the
second part of this book addresses practical techniques to solve real, everyday problems, including: *
Nondestructive testing * Computer-Aided Design (CAD) * TRIZ (the Russian acronym for Theory of
Inventive Problem Solving) * The Standard for the Exchange of Product Model Data (STEP) * Virtual
reality
Structural Analysis, 8e, provides readers with a clear and thorough presentation of the theory and
application of structural analysis as it applies to trusses, beams, and frames. Emphasis is placed on
teaching readers to both model and analyze a structure. Procedures for Analysis, Hibbeler's problem
solving methodologies, provides readers with a logical, orderly method to follow when applying
theory.
Since their publication nearly 40 years ago, Beer and Johnston’s Vector Mechanics for Engineers
books have set the standard for presenting statics and dynamics to beginning engineering students.
The New Media Versions of these classic books combine the power of cutting-edge software and
multimedia with Beer and Johnston’s unsurpassed text coverage. The package is also enhanced by a
new problems supplement. For more details about the new media and problems supplement package
components, see the "New to this Edition" section below.
Statics SI Study Pack
Dynamics
Study Pack for Engineering Mechanics
Statics & Dynamics
Statics Study Pack Bundle with Mastering Engineering (Static) with Pearson EText in SI Units

Engineering Mechanics: Statics in SI Units, 12e provides students with a clear and thorough presentation of the theory
and applications of this subject. By improving on the content, pedagogy, presentation and currency over the 12
editions, Hibbeler s Engineering Mechanics series is renowned for its clarity of explanation and robust problem sets;
making it the best-selling course text for this subject. This pack includes the study pack, which contains chapter
reviews and a free-body diagram workbook, and a student access card for Mastering Engineering. Mastering
Engineering is a powerful online assessment, tutorial and self-study system designed to help students understand and
apply the key concepts in Enigneering Mechanics. Individual, formative feedback, student support features such as
hints and video solutions, and automatic grading make Mastering Engineering the perfect tool to enhance your
student's learning.
This book provides students with a clear and thorough presentation of the theory and application of structural analysis
as it applies to trusses, beams, and frames. Emphases are placed on teaching readers to both model and analyze a
structure. A hallmark of the book, Procedures for Analysis, has been retained in this edition to provide learners with a
logical, orderly method to follow when applying theory. Chapter topics include types of structures and loads, analysis
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of statically determinate structures, analysis of statically determinate trusses, internal loadings developed in structural
members, cables and arches, influence lines for statically determinate structures, approximate analysis of statically
indeterminate structures, deflections, analysis of statically indeterminate structures by the force method,
displacement method of analysis: slope-deflection equations, displacement method of analysis: moment distribution,
analysis of beams and frames consisting of nonprismatic members, truss analysis using the stiffness method, beam
analysis using the stiffness method, and plane frame analysis using the stiffness method. For individuals planning for a
career as structural engineers.
For introductory dynamics courses found in mechanical engineering, civil engineering, aeronautical engineering, and
engineering mechanics departments. This 400 page paperback text contains all the topics and examples of the
bestselling hardback text, and free access to Hibbeler's Onekey course where instructors select and post assignments.
All this comes with significant savings for students! Hibbeler's course contains over 3,000 Statics and Dynamics
problems instructors can personalize and post for student assignments. OneKey lets instructors edit the values in a
problem, guaranteeing a fresh problem for the students, and then use use MathCAD solutions worksheets to generate
solutions for use in grading (and post for student review). Each problem also comes with optional student hints and an
assignment guide. PHGradeAssist - Hibbeler's PHGradeassist course contains over 600 Statics and Dynamics problems
an instructor can use to generate algorithmic homework. PHGA grades and tracks student answers and performance,
and offers sample solutions as feedback. Students will also find a complete Activebook (cross referenced in hints) as
well as a set of animations and simulations for use on-line. Professors will find complete support including
Powerpoints, JPEGS, Active Learning Slides for CRS systems, Matlab/Mathcad support, and student Math Review Of
course, the Hibbeler Principles book retains all it's core features that make it the most student friendly book on the
market -- the most examples, 3D photrealistic artwork, Procedure for Analysis problem solving boxes, triple accuracy
checking, photgraphs that teach, and a carefully-crafted, student centered design.
"Study of statics and mechanics of materials is based on the understanding of a few basic concepts and on the use of
simplified models. This approach makes it possible to develop all the necessary formulas in a rational and logical
manner, and to clearly indicate the conditions under which they can be safely applied to the analysis and design of
actual engineering structures and machine components"-Gyroscopic Effects and Applications
Statics and Mechanics of Materials
Schaum's Outline of Theory and Problems of Operations Research
A Practical Approach with EES CD
Comprehensive Classroom Management
Biomechanics applies the principles and rigor of engineering to the mechanical properties of living systems. This book integrates
the classic fields of mechanics--statics, dynamics, and strength of materials--using examples from biology and medicine.
Fundamentals of Biomechanics is excellent for teaching either undergraduates in biomedical engineering programs or health care
professionals studying biomechanics at the graduate level. Extensively revised from a successful first edition, the book features a
wealth of clear illustrations, numerous worked examples, and many problem sets. The book provides the quantitative perspective
missing from more descriptive texts, without requiring an advanced background in mathematics. It will be welcomed for use in
courses such as biomechanics and orthopedics, rehabilitation and industrial engineering, and occupational or sports medicine.
MasteringEngineering SI, the most technologically advanced online tutorial and homework system available, can be packaged with
this edition. Were you looking for the book with access to MasteringEngineering? This product is the book alone, and does NOT
come with access to MasteringEngineering. Buy Mechanics for Engineers: Dynamics, SI edition with MasteringEngineering access
card 13e (ISBN 9781447951421) if you need access to Mastering as well, and save money on this brilliant resource. In his revision
of Mechanics for Engineers, 13e, SI Edition, R.C. Hibbeler empowers students to succeed in the whole learning experience.
Hibbeler achieves this by calling on his everyday classroom experience and his knowledge of how students learn inside and
outside of lectures. Need extra support? This product is the book alone, and does NOT come with access to MasteringEngineering.
This title can be supported by MasteringEngineering, an online homework and tutorial system which can be used by students for
self-directed study or fully integrated into an instructor's course.You can benefit from MasteringEngineering at a reduced price by
purchasing a pack containing a copy of the book and an access card for MasteringEngineering: Mechanics for Engineers:
Dynamics, SI edition with MasteringEngineering access card 13e (ISBN 9781447951421). Alternatively, buy access to
MasteringEngineering and the eText - an online version of the book - online at www.masteringengineering.com. For educator
access, contact your Pearson Account Manager. To find out who your account manager is, visit www.pearsoned.co.uk/replocator
Free body diagram worksheets and chapter reviews for Engineering Mechanics Statics Fifth Edition. Also includes MATLAB and
Mathcad tutorials.
Over the past 50 years, Meriam & Kraige's Engineering Mechanics: Statics has established a highly respected tradition of
excellence-a tradition that emphasizes accuracy, rigor, clarity, and applications. Now in a Sixth Edition, this classic text builds on
these strengths, adding a comprehensive course management system, Wiley Plus, to the text, including an e-text, homework
management, animations of concepts, and additional teaching and learning resources. New sample problems, new homework
problems, and updates to content make the book more accessible. The Sixth Edition continues to provide a wide variety of high
quality problems that are known for their accuracy, realism, applications, and variety motivating students to learn and develop their
problem solving skills. To build necessary visualization and problem-solving skills, the Sixth Edition continues to offer
comprehensive coverage of drawing free body diagrams- the most important skill needed to solve mechanics problems.
Statics and dynamics
Lectures on Engineering Mechanics
Vector Mechanics for Engineers
An Engineer's Guide to MATLAB
Engineering Justice

The Dynamics Study Pack was designed to help students improve their study skills. It consists of three study components—a chapter-by-chapter
review, a free-body diagram workbook, and an access code for the Companion Website.
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Sets the standard for introducing the field of comparative politics This text begins by laying out a proven analytical framework that is accessible
for students new to the field. The framework is then consistently implemented in twelve authoritative country cases, not only to introduce
students to what politics and governments are like around the world but to also understand the importance of their similarities and differences.
Written by leading comparativists and area study specialists, Comparative Politics Today helps to sort through the world's complexity and to
recognize patterns that lead to genuine political insight. MyPoliSciLab is an integral part of the Powell/Dalton/Strom program. Explorer is a
hands-on way to develop quantitative literacy and to move students beyond punditry and opinion. Video Series features Pearson authors and top
scholars discussing the big ideas in each chapter and applying them to enduring political issues. Simulations are a game-like opportunity to play
the role of a political actor and apply course concepts to make realistic political decisions. ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your
instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products
exist for each title, including customized versions for individual schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may need a
CourseID, provided by your instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's
MyLab & Mastering products may not be included when purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson; check with the seller before
completing your purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book with an access code, the access code may have been
redeemed previously and you may have to purchase a new access code. Access codes Access codes that are purchased from sellers other than
Pearson carry a higher risk of being either the wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to purchase.
The 7th edition of this classic text continues to provide the same high quality material seen in previous editions. The text is extensively
rewritten with updated prose for content clarity, superb new problems in new application areas, outstanding instruction on drawing free body
diagrams, and new electronic supplements to assist readers. Furthermore, this edition offers more Web-based problem solving to practice
solving problems, with immediate feedback; computational mechanics booklets offer flexibility in introducing Matlab, MathCAD, and/or
Maple into your mechanics classroom; electronic figures from the text to enhance lectures by pulling material from the text into Powerpoint or
other lecture formats; 100+ additional electronic transparencies offer problem statements and fully worked solutions for use in lecture or as
outside study tools.
For introductory combined Statics and Mechanics of Materials courses found in ME, CE, AE, and Engineering Mechanics departments. Statics
and Mechanics of Materials provides a comprehensive and well-illustrated introduction to the theory and application of statics and mechanics of
materials. The text presents a commitment to the development of student problem-solving skills and features many pedagogical aids unique to
Hibbeler texts. MasteringEngineering for Statics and Mechanics of Materials is a total learning package. This innovative online program
emulates the instructor's office-hour environment, guiding students through engineering concepts from Statics and Mechanics of Materials with
self-paced individualized coaching. Teaching and Learning Experience This program will provide a better teaching and learning experience--for
you and your students. It provides: Individualized Coaching: MasteringEngineering emulates the instructor's office-hour environment using selfpaced individualized coaching. Problem Solving: A large variety of problem types stress practical, realistic situations encountered in
professional practice. Visualization: The photorealistic art program is designed to help students visualize difficult concepts. Review and Student
Support: A thorough end of chapter review provides students with a concise reviewing tool. Accuracy: The accuracy of the text and problem
solutions has been thoroughly checked by four other parties. Note: If you are purchasing the standalone text or electronic version,
MasteringEngineering does not come automatically packaged with the text. To purchase MasteringEngineering, please visit:
masteringengineering.com or you can purchase a package of the physical text + MasteringEngineering by searching the Pearson Higher
Education website. MasteringEngineering is not a self-paced technology and should only be purchased when required by an instructor.
SI Version. Statics
Mechanics for Engineers
Transforming Engineering Education and Practice
Chapter Reviews, Free Body Diagram Workbook, Problems Website
Engineering Mechanics

For undergraduate Mechanics of Materials courses in Mechanical, Civil, and Aerospace Engineering departments. Thorough
coverage, a highly visual presentation, and increased problem solving from an author you trust. Mechanics of Materials clearly and
thoroughly presents the theory and supports the application of essential mechanics of materials principles. Professor Hibbeler's
concise writing style, countless examples, and stunning four-color photorealistic art program -- all shaped by the comments and
suggestions of hundreds of colleagues and students -- help students visualise and master difficult concepts. The Tenth SI Edition
retains the hallmark features synonymous with the Hibbeler franchise, but has been enhanced with the most current information, a
fresh new layout, added problem solving, and increased flexibility in the way topics are covered in class.
This book highlights an analytical solution for the dynamics of axially rotating objects. It also presents the theory of gyroscopic
effects, explaining their physics and using mathematical models of Euler’s form for the motion of movable spinning objects to
demonstrate these effects. The major themes and approaches are represented by the spinning disc and the action of the system of
interrelated inertial torques generated by the centrifugal and Coriolis forces, as well as the change in the angular momentum. The
interrelation of inertial torques is based on the dependency of the angular velocities of the motions of the spinning objects around
axes by the principle of mechanical energy conservation. These kinetically interrelated torques constitute the fundamental principles
of the mechanical gyroscope theory that can be used for any rotating objects of different designs, like rings, cones, spheres,
paraboloids, propellers, etc. Lastly, the mathematical models for the gyroscopic effects are validated by practical tests. The 2nd
edition became necessary due to new development and corrections of mathematical expressions: It contains new chapters about the
Tippe top inversion and inversion of the spinning object in an orbital flight and the boomerang aerodynamics.
NOTE: You are purchasing a standalone product; MasteringEngineering does not come packaged with this content. If you would like
to purchase both the physical text and MasteringEngineering search for 0134116992 / 9780134116990 Engineering Mechanics:
Dynamics plus MasteringEngineering with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package, 14/e Package consists of: 0133915387 /
9780133915389 Engineering Mechanics: Dynamics 0133941299 / 9780133941296 MasteringEngineering with Pearson eText -Standalone Access Card -- for Engineering Mechanics: Statics & Dynamics MasteringEngineering should only be purchased when
required by an instructor. A Proven Approach to Conceptual Understanding and Problem-solving Skills Engineering Mechanics:
Dynamics excels in providing a clear and thorough presentation of the theory and application of engineering mechanics. Engineering
Mechanics empowers students to succeed by drawing upon Professor Hibbeler's everyday classroom experience and his knowledge of
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how students learn. This text is shaped by the comments and suggestions of hundreds of reviewers in the teaching profession, as well
as many of the author's students. The Fourteenth Edition includes new Preliminary Problems, which are intended to help students
develop conceptual understanding and build problem-solving skills. The text features a large variety of problems from a broad range
of engineering disciplines, stressing practical, realistic situations encountered in professional practice, and having varying levels of
difficulty. More information on: http://www.pearsonhighered.com/hibbeler-14e-info/index.html Also Available with
MasteringEngineering -- an online homework, tutorial, and assessment program designed to work with this text to engage students
and improve results. Interactive, self-paced tutorials provide individualized coaching to help students stay on track. With a wide
range of activities available, students can actively learn, understand, and retain even the most difficult concepts. The text and
MasteringEngineering work together to guide students through engineering concepts with a multi-step approach to problems.
Statics of particles -- Rigid bodies: equivalent systems of forces -- Equilibrium of rigid bodies -- Distributed forces: centroids and
centers of gravity -- Analysis of structures -- Internal forces and moments -- Friction -- Distributed forces: moments of inertia -Method of virtual work.
Dynamics Study Pack
Heat Transfer
Statics Study Pack
Statics and Dynamics
Dynamics, New Media Version with Problems Supplement
In his revision of Mechanics for Engineers, 13e, SI Edition, R.C. Hibbeler empowers students to succeed in
the whole learning experience. Hibbeler achieves this by calling on his everyday classroom experience
and his knowledge of how students learn inside and outside of lectures. MasteringEngineering SI, the most
technologically advanced online tutorial and homework system available, can be packaged with this
edition.
An Engineer's Guide to MATLAB, 3/e, is an authoritative guide to generating readable, compact, and
verifiably correct MATLAB programs. It is ideal for undergraduate engineering courses in Mechanical,
Aeronautical, Civil, and Electrical engineering that require/use MATLAB. This highly respected guide helps
students develop a strong working knowledge of MATLAB that can be used to solve a wide range of
engineering problems. Since solving these problems usually involves writing relatively short, one-time-use
programs, the authors demonstrate how to effectively develop programs that are compact yet readable,
easy to debug, and quick to execute. Emphasis is on using MATLAB to obtain solutions to several classes
of engineering problems, so technical material is presented in summary form only. The new edition has
been thoroughly revised and tested for software release 2009.
This volume presents the theory and applications of engineering mechanics. Discussion of the subject
areas of statics and dynamics covers such topics as engineering applications of the principles of static
equilibrium of force systems acting on particles and rigid bodies; structural analysis of trusses, frames,
and machines; forces in beams; dry friction; centroids and moments of inertia, in addition to kinematics
and kinetics of particles and rigid bodies. Newtonian laws of motion, work and energy; and linear and
angular momentum are also presented.
Engineering MechanicsStaticsPrentice Hall
Materials and Mechanical Design
Practice Problems Workbook for Engineering Mechanics
Theory of Gyroscopic Effects for Rotating Objects
Structural Analysis
With Applications from Mechanical, Aerospace, Electrical, Civil, and Biological Systems Engineering
This book represents a combined abridged version of two of the author's books, namely
Engineering Mechanics : Statics, twelfth edition in SI units and Mechanics of materials, eight
edition
This is a full version; do not confuse with 2 vol. set version (Statistics 9780072828658 and
Dynamics 9780072828719) which LC will not retain.
This textbook teaches students the basic mechanical behaviour of materials at rest (statics),
while developing their mastery of engineering methods of analysing and solving problems.
Shows how the engineering curriculum can be a site for rendering social justice visible in
engineering, for exploring complex socio-technical interplays inherent in engineering
practice, and for enhancing teaching and learning Using social justice as a catalyst for
curricular transformation, Engineering Justice presents an examination of how politics,
culture, and other social issues are inherent in the practice of engineering. It aims to align
engineering curricula with socially just outcomes, increase enrollment among
underrepresented groups, and lessen lingering gender, class, and ethnicity gaps by showing
how the power of engineering knowledge can be explicitly harnessed to serve the
underserved and address social inequalities. This book is meant to transform the way
educators think about engineering curricula through creating or transforming existing courses
to attract, retain, and motivate engineering students to become professionals who enact
engineering for social justice. Engineering Justice offers thought-provoking chapters on: why
social justice is inherent yet often invisible in engineering education and practice;
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engineering design for social justice; social justice in the engineering sciences; social justice
in humanities and social science courses for engineers; and transforming engineering
education and practice. In addition, this book: Provides a transformative framework for
engineering educators in service learning, professional communication, humanitarian
engineering, community service, social entrepreneurship, and social responsibility Includes
strategies that engineers on the job can use to advocate for social justice issues and explain
their importance to employers, clients, and supervisors Discusses diversity in engineering
educational contexts and how it affects the way students learn and develop Engineering
Justice is an important book for today’s professors, administrators, and curriculum specialists
who seek to produce the best engineers of today and tomorrow.
Statics
Equilibrium, Motion, and Deformation
Fundamentals of Biomechanics
Mechanics of Materials in SI Units
Lectures on Engineering Mechanics: Statics and Dynamics is suitable for Bachelor's level education at
schools of engineering with an academic profile. It gives a concise and formal account of the theoretical
framework of elementary Engineering Mechanics. A distinguishing feature of this textbook is that its
content is consistently structured into postulates, definitions and theorems, with rigorous derivations. The
reader finds support in a wealth of illustrations and a cross-reference for each deduction. This textbook
underscores the importance of properly drawn free-body diagrams to enhance the problem-solving skills
of students. Table of contents I. STATICS . . . 1. Introduction . . . 2. Force-couple systems . . . 3. Static
equilibrium . . . 4. Center of mass . . . 5. Distributed and internal forces . . . 6. Friction II. PARTICLE
DYNAMICS . . . 7. Planar kinematics of particles . . . 8. Kinetics of particles . . . 9. Work-energy method for
particles . . . 10. Momentum and angular momentum of particles . . . 11. Harmonic oscillators III. RIGID
BODY DYNAMICS . . . 12. Planar kinematics of rigid bodies . . . 13. Planar kinetics of rigid bodies . . . 14.
Work-energy method for rigid bodies . . . 15. Impulse relations for rigid bodies . . . 16. Three-dimensional
kinematics of rigid bodies . . . 17. Three-dimensional kinetics of rigid bodies APPENDIX . . . A. Selected
mathematics . . . B. Quantity, unit and dimension . . . C. Tables
This text provides a clear, comprehensive presentation of both the theory and applications of mechanics
of materials. It looks at the physical behaviour of materials under load, then proceeds to model this
behaviour to development theory.
For introductory dynamics courses found in mechanical engineering, civil engineering, aeronautical
engineering, and engineering mechanics departments. This best-selling text offers a concise and thorough
presentation of engineering mechanics theory and application. The material is reinforced with numerous
examples to illustrate principles and imaginative, well-illustrated problems of varying degrees of difficulty.
The text is committed to developing students' problem-solving skills and includes pedagogical features
that have made Hibbeler synonymous with excellence in the field. The Tenth edition features new
Photorealistic figures. Approximately 400 key figures have been rendered in often 3D photo quality detail
to appeal to visual learners. The new edition also features an improved free Student Study Pack that now
provides chapter-by-chapter study materials as well as a tutorial on free body diagrams. Professor
supplements include an improved IRCD with 600+ Statics and Dynamics PowerPoint lecture slides,
additional PowerPoint slides of every example and figure, tutorial animations, and pdf files of solutions
and figures. algorithmic homework system. New for 2005 - This text now features a complete OneKey
course with editable homework, solutions, animations, and Active Book, and PHGA. Visit
www.prenhall.com/hibbelerinfo to learn more.
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that you
select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title,
including customized versions for individual schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition,
you may need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab &
Mastering products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not be
included when purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson; check with the seller before
completing your purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book with an access code,
the access code may have been redeemed previously and you may have to purchase a new access code.
Access codes Access codes that are purchased from sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being
either the wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to purchase. -Comprehensive Classroom Management is a truly comprehensive, research-based, and practical source
for implementing effective classroom management methods in K-12 classrooms. Not only for class use,
this best-selling text is an excellent resource that all educators can consult throughout their careers. It
focuses on creating positive learning environments for students and provides extensive, practical
materials on both problem solving and building individual behavior change plans for students with
behavioral problems. The authors include specific management strategies based on current research and
classroom experience, and they use real-life examples and detailed case studies to help the reader
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understand and apply the principles of classroom management in their own classroom situations.
Mechanics of Materials
Creating Communities of Support and Solving Problems
NOTE: You are purchasing a standalone product; MasteringEngineering does not come packaged with this content. If
you would like to purchase both the physical text and MasteringEngineering search for 013411700X /
9780134117003 Engineering Mechanics: Statics & Dynamics plus MasteringEngineering with Pearson eText -- Access
Card Package, 14/e Package consists of: * 0133915425 / 9780133915426 Engineering Mechanics: Statics &
Dynamics * 0133941299 / 9780133941296 MasteringEngineering with Pearson eText -- Standalone Access Card -for Engineering Mechanics: Statics & Dynamics MasteringEngineering should only be purchased when required by an
instructor. A Proven Approach to Conceptual Understanding and Problem-solving Skills Engineering Mechanics: Statics
& Dynamics excels in providing a clear and thorough presentation of the theory and application of engineering
mechanics. Engineering Mechanics empowers students to succeed by drawing upon Professor Hibbeler's everyday
classroom experience and his knowledge of how students learn. This text is shaped by the comments and suggestions of
hundreds of reviewers in the teaching profession, as well as many of the author's students. The Fourteenth Edition
includes new Preliminary Problems, which are intended to help students develop conceptual understanding and build
problem-solving skills. The text features a large variety of problems from a broad range of engineering disciplines,
stressing practical, realistic situations encountered in professional practice, and having varying levels of difficulty. Also
Available with MasteringEngineering -- an online homework, tutorial, and assessment program designed to work with
this text to engage students and improve results. Interactive, self-paced tutorials provide individualized coaching to help
students stay on track. With a wide range of activities available, students can actively learn, understand, and retain even
the most difficult concepts. The text and MasteringEngineering work together to guide students through engineering
concepts with a multi-step approach to problems.
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